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The GL Master Triggers tool in the Professional Services
Tools Library (PSTL) lets you create GL accounts,
vendors, and customers in one company and have them
added automatically to other GP companies you choose.
To use the GL account replication, the company account
structures must be the same.
Before using this or any of the other PSTL tools, do a
backup of the affected companies first. Also note that

the sa user is the only GP user who will be able to
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set up the GL Master Triggers task (or any other PSTL
options).
To use the tool, launch it from the Home page.

You know what it's like: vendors need
to get paid, payment batches are
ready...but your manager is nowhere
to be found. Your AP process grinds to
a halt.
Now you can eliminate the frustration
of stagnant workflow and delayed
vendor payments. With Mekorma's
new mobile application,
PowerApprovals, approvers can simply
pick up their phone or open a web
browser to review and approve
payments based on their GP
permissions. The app communicates
with GP in real-time, releasing batches
for processing as they're approved.

zoom...

Select the GL Master Triggers option and then Next.

PowerApprovals gives busy people the
freedom to do their job from
anywhere, on any device.
Schedule a demo to learn more - or
purchase right away and take
advantage of their introductory
promotion: the first five customers

to purchase PowerApprovals will
receive a free implementation of
the app ($2,000 value).
zoom...

Includes the following:
•

Deployment in 1 Power Apps
and Power Automate
Environment

•

Installation and configuration
of Microsoft On-premise Data
Gateway

•

1 application and
connectivity to 1 instance of
Microsoft Dynamics GP

For more information, please contact
Tommy Tastet at 985-892-2710 or
email tommyt@diamond-soft.com.

HOW TO REPRINT
GENERAL LEDGER
POSTING JOURNALS
While Microsoft Dynamics GP has
posting journals reprint functionality
available for all other modules, how
does a user reprint the General Ledger
Posting Journal?
In General Ledger for Dynamics GP,
there is a posting journal reprint
functionality, but it is called the Cross
Reference Report. This report is
available under Financial | Reports |
Cross - Reference.

Select the Master Database (the one you will be copying
from) and then select the company (database) that you
want to copy to. Click OK.
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If you need help installing the Professional Services
Tools Library or have any questions, please contact us.

HOW TO COMBINE CUSTOMER
ACCOUNTS IN DYNAMICS GP
What happens when you realize that two accounts were
set up for the same customer in Microsoft Dynamics
GP? You need to merge customer accounts in Dynamics
GP. To do this you will use the Customer Combiner and
Modifier utility, formerly part of the Professional
Services Tools Library (PSTL). It can now be accessed
from the main Sales/Utilities in Dynamics GP.
Watch Amber Bell's video to learn how.

You can print this report based on
journal entry restriction, source
document or audit trail code.

